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SECURITY
A HYPR published study on the difference between passwordless
user experiences and true passwordless security.
Jointly written by HYPR Corp and Goode Intelligence.
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INTRODUCTION
This white paper from Goode Intelligence (GI) and HYPR explores a topic
rarely discussed in detail – the difference between passwordless user
experiences and true passwordless security.
With so many enterprises adopting biometrics and new methods of user
authentication, password elimination has been discussed at great lengths by
analysts and vendors across the industry. However, many have stopped short
of acknowledging an inconvenient truth – that most companies that have
adopted biometrics have not actually eliminated their passwords.
This white paper defines the criteria for a password-less architecture,
identifies the security risks of retaining centralized credential storage and
positions decentralized authentication as a convenient solution to delivering
true password-less security at scale.

TRUE PASSWORD-LESS SECURITY
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THE PASSWORD - “KIND OF A NIGHTMARE”
Back in 2014, the inventor of the computer password, Fernando J. Corbató, went on record to say that his
invention has become “kind of a nightmare.” Corbató invented the password around 1961 when he was
working at MIT on the then revolutionary Compatible Time-Sharing System (CTSS).
The problem the password was solving was to ensure that these early pioneers of computer engineering were
able to log onto “multiple” terminals to ensure they access their own records. When they spoke of “multiple”
the team was referring to only a handful of connected green-screen terminals.
Fast-forward nearly 60 years and Corbató’s
invention is still the dominant login access method
– underpinning the vast majority of today’s
authentication sessions.
Passwords authenticate billions of sessions daily
on billions of devices ranging from laptops to
smart mobile devices with touchscreens and even
connected cars – with users managing dozens of
accounts, each demanding a unique password that
is difficult to remember and tough to use.
Fernando J. Corbato - Inventor of the Computer Password

No wonder Corbató says his invention is a kind of nightmare.
According to the 2017 Verizon Data Breach Investigation Report, 80% of breaches are
the result of weak or stolen passwords.
This view is shared by today’s security experts; according to Abbie Barbir, Senior
Security Advisor at Aetna, “Passwords are broken, with every major breach being the
result of the use of stolen passwords.”
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HAS THE WORLD GONE PASSWORD-LESS?
Not yet, but the wheels are certainly in motion.
The path towards a password-less world is being driven by multiple interconnected factors.
Enhancing user convenience across multiple devices and digital channels, reducing login friction and
improving security all rank high up in the list of driving factors for enterprises.

What is Passwordless Authentication?
Password-less authentication is a
method of authentication where users
do not need to log in using passwords
or PINs.
Users may have a number of options
for logging in including:
- Biometrics
- Soft or Hard Tokens
- Risk-based Authentication
- Push-type Methods

PASSWORD-LESS AUTHENTICATION IS DRIVEN BY
USER CONVENIENCE AND SECURITY
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CONVENIENCE
One of the highest ranking reasons why enterprises are turning to
password-less authentication is to reduce friction and improve user experience.

NPS

Passwords add friction to digital experiences. They always have.

Friction examples include having to remember a long and complicated
password; the friction of having a unique password for every account; the
friction of incorrectly entering in a password and waiting for the prompt to
Net Promoter or Net Promoter
return; and the friction of forgetting a password while navigating a lengthy
Score (NPS) is a management tool password reset process.
that can be used to gauge the

By removing the friction of passwords, users are able to seamlessly access
a wide range of digital services and authorize payments from all devices and
relationships. It serves as an
across all channels. Convenient password-less authentication has a direct
alternative to traditional customer influence on enabling better customer engagement and improves an
organization’s Net Promoter Score (NPS).
satisfaction research.
loyalty of a firm’s customer

With the industry focus on the fundamental digitalization of banking,
we’re expecting to see leapfrogging of traditional 2FA to password-less
authentication which is more secure, with banks confidently knowing
‘who’s there’.
Decentralized biometric enrollment and authentication, combined with
robust ID verification, proofing and KYC takes the industry a step closer
to being securely digital, and thereby reducing financial crime.
- James Mirfin, Global Head of Digital Identity, Thomson Reuters
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SECURITY
Protecting millions of centralized passwords is risky. To mitigate against credential
re-use attacks and traditional phishing, businesses are trying to reduce their reliance
on passwords.
Large-scale theft of password data from organizations holding millions of account details has led to an attack
that has proved extremely successful for hackers, who leverage the data for account takeover. This attack is
called Credential Stuffing and is growing in popularity for fraudsters and hackers. According to Akamai, the
cost of an account takeover for a financial services customer ranges from $1,500.00-$2,000.00 per account.

What is Credential Stuffing?
According to OWASP, “credential stuffing is
the automated injection of breached
username and password pairs in order to
fraudulently gain access to user accounts.
This is a subset of the brute force attack
category: large numbers of spilled credentials
are automatically entered into websites until
they are potentially matched to an existing
account, which the attacker can then hijack for

Source: OWASP.org

their own purposes.”

Credential stuffing has weaponized password reuse at a scale we’ve
never seen before. The worst part is that your security hygiene doesn’t
matter - credential reuse is the collateral damage from the breaches that
happen outside of your control.
- Bill Cardwell, Former VP Information Security, Prudential
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PASSWORD-LESS EXPERIENCES ARE NOT SECURE
There is a real urgency to move away from authentication systems that put passwords at the center.
Most companies, however, stop short of actually eliminating the password. When password-less user
experience is mistaken for password-less security, everyone pays the price.

1.8B

By 2020 there will be nearly
1.8 billion smartphones shipped
with integrated biometric sensors
equating to over 95 percent of all
smartphones shipped.
Source - Goode Intelligence

The wide availability of biometric authentication technology for consumer
devices – in particular smartphones - has led to rapid adoption of passwordless experiences.
Mobile OEMs have embraced biometric technology supporting fingerprint,
face, iris, and voice modalities on their devices. These features allow easy
access to biometric authentication systems using APIs such as Apple Touch
ID.
Service providers have been quick to adopt these on-device biometrics with
numerous banks, payment providers and FinTech suppliers adding biometric
authentication to their apps.
Consumers have embraced biometric technology with open arms, with initial
privacy concerns eclipsed by an undeniable preference for password-less
user experiences. Biometrics have proven extremely easy to use and much
more convenient than PINs and passwords for user login, account
management, and payment authorization.
Password-less experiences definitely contribute towards improving an
organization’s user experience and NPS - but do they improve security?
And most importantly, are they truly passwordless?
Next time you use a biometric to login, ask your service provider - “Where is
my password stored?” You may be surprised to find out that your biometric
data is actually linked to a centralized password.
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WHEN PASSWORD-LESS IS NOT PASSWORD-LESS : A CLOSER LOOK AT TOUCH ID
A user may think they are eliminating passwords when they authenticate using a mobile biometric but more often
than not the biometric API masks the use of a legacy password-based authentication system. Take Apple’s Touch
ID API as an example. There are a number of key components in Apple’s security framework that are relevant,
such as the Secure Enclave, Touch ID API and Keychain.

Apple Keychain is a secure area where users can store
sensitive data including credit card information and
passwords. The data stored on the keychain is encrypted
(see figure 1).
Apple Secure Enclave is a separate secure processor
and storage area that runs outside of the normal Apple
operating system and is used to store sensitive data,
including biometric data used by Touch ID and Face ID
and cryptographic keys.
Apple Touch ID API is based on a framework called Local
Authentication that allows third-parties to leverage the
Apple’s mobile biometric systems, Touch ID fingerprint
authentication and Face ID facial recognition.

Figure 1 Source : Apple

Many organizations wanting to improve convenience for their Apple iOS users simply retain their legacy
password-based system by linking it to Apple’s local authentication, leveraging the Keychain and Touch ID APIs.
For instance, a healthcare provider with a mobile app that is currently using passwords simply has to add a few
lines of Touch ID API code to enable a password-less experience. To authenticate, the member opens the healthcare
app and is presented with the Touch ID/Face ID login screen and then uses their relevant biometric to authenticate.
Under the hood, the presented biometric is verified against the stored template with a Boolean result indicating
authentication success or failure. This enables the user’s password, stored in the Keychain, to be authenticated
against the healthcare provider’s central password store.

TOUCH ID ALONE DOES NOT ELIMINATE YOUR PASSWORD
This approach enhances user convenience but fails to improve security or reduce fraud. By continuing to use
centralized passwords alongside Touch ID, the organization maintains a high risk of breach while its users remain
susceptible to credential stuffing, phishing and account takeover.
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CENTRALIZED PASSWORDS LEAD TO
MASS BREACHES & CREDENTIAL REUSE
The continued use of centralized passwords alongside “password-less experiences”
gives companies a false sense of security while they remain vulnerable to credential
stuffing attacks. When companies store user credentials in a centralized repository, they
create a huge target for hackers and invite credential reuse.

THE CENTRALIZED CREDENTIAL STORE
– HACKERS’ FAVORITE TARGET
– SINGLE POINT OF FAILURE
– HIGH RISK OF BREACH
– SUSCEPTIBLE TO CREDENTIAL RE-USE
– EXPENSIVE TO SECURE AND MAINTAIN

2.3B
In 2017, 2.3 billion credentials
were stolen from 51 different
organizations.
Shape Credential Spill Report

Billions of stolen credentials are being used to brute-force attack online
accounts in an attempt to gain unauthorized access to user accounts. By
retaining legacy centralized password stores, organizations are keeping
themselves vulnerable to an attack method that has a 2 percent success
rate on average.
Credential stuffing is one of the most successful attack types currently
being perpetrated against our online identities. The problem is getting so
bad that research has discovered that between 80 and 90 percent of an
online retailer’s web traffic is made up of credential stuffing attacks and is
costing the US banking industry $50 million on a daily basis.
Organizations supporting local biometric authentication but failing to
replace their legacy centralized password plumbing continue to be
vulnerable to credential stuffing attacks; they may receive a check in the
box for convenience and usability but they lose points for security.
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DECENTRALIZED AUTHENTICATION
ENABLES TRUE PASSWORD-LESS SECURITY
Organizations are replacing the use of centralized passwords with decentralized
authentication. Rather than storing millions of passwords in a single repository, user
credentials are decentralized and stored safely on their personal devices. This approach
removes the hackers’ primary target and renders credential stuffing attacks infeasible.

DECENTRALIZED CREDENTIALS
– STORED SAFELY ON PERSONAL DEVICES
– TRUE PASSWORD-LESS ARCHITECTURE
– STOP MASS BREACHES, FRAUD & PHISHING
– RESISTANT TO CREDENTIAL RE-USE
– LOW COST TO SECURE AND MAINTAIN

Many organizations have implemented mature security programs to defend themselves but
remain susceptible to the breaches that happen outside of their control. I’ve watched as
hackers target centralized passwords to launch credential reuse and phishing attacks - and
in some cases have achieved unacceptably high success rates on reused passwords.
Decentralizing credentials onto users’ personal devices, as the HYPR team does, forces
attackers to focus on each device individually. This approach to password-less security can
remove the hackers’ primary target and drastically shift the economics in the enterprises
favor.
- Ed Amoroso, Former CISO of AT&T and Current CEO of TAG Cyber
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WHY IS TRUE PASSWORD-LESS SECURITY NOW POSSIBLE?
Just as a number of interconnected factors are driving enterprises away from passwords, there are
three converging technological trends that have empowered true password-less security.

1. MASS ADOPTION OF DECENTRALIZED AUTHENTICATION STANDARDS
Combining biometrics with decentralized authentication allows you to transform password-less experiences into
true password-less security. Open standards such as FIDO (Fast Identity Online), which has established the
most prominent standard for decentralized authentication, remove the risk of centralized credential storage by
moving the crown jewels to the edge; and storing credentials in secure areas of smartphones or other devices
that are in the control of the user. FIDO protocols build upon industry trusted PKI standards and seek to
decentralize the process of authentication by storing a private key on a user’s device while ensuring only a
public key is stored centrally by the service provider.
FIDO is an example of a protocol which establishes decentralized authentication, but more open standards will
follow. As these standards evolve, the industry will be better suited to ensure security and privacy is
maintained within each application.
HYPR
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FIDO authentication is currently the best available solution to solve the
password problem.
- Abbie Barbir, Senior Security Advisor, Aetna
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2. PROLIFERATION OF BIOMETRIC SMARTPHONES
Biometric systems don’t just enable password-less experiences, they are the key to unlock decentralized
credentials. Private keys used in the decentralized authentication process are generated by the user on their
personal biometric device - and they always remain on this device. Nearly every smartphone shipped today
comes equipped with a biometric sensor. This includes fingerprint, face, voice and eye sensors embedded into
the device and available for third-party organizations to use in their decentralized authentication system.

Enterprises don’t buy standards - they buy solutions. Not all deployments are the same and its what
you build on top of FIDO that matters. HYPR has delivered a truly unique FIDO solution that
emphasizes deployability, scalability, user experience and trusted device security.
- Nicholas Donofrio, IBM Fellow Emeritus and Executive Vice President of Innovation (Ret.)

3. AVAILABILITY OF TRUSTED DEVICE SECURITY
OEMs have adopted ARM TrustZone technology to enhance device security at the edge. When available and
accessible, decentralized authentication systems are leveraging trusted hardware such as Apple’s Touch ID, built
upon the Secure Enclave within their iOS devices and Android, through the Trusted Execution Environment (TEE).
Decentralized credentials including private keys and biometric data never leave the trusted environment on
these devices. This offers a difficult attack vector and serves as the foundation for true password-less security.
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DEPLOY TRUE PASSWORD-LESS SECURITY WITH HYPR
HYPR is the leading provider of decentralized authentication with millions of password-less users
secured across the Fortune 500. Named a “Cool Vendor” by Gartner, HYPR is trusted by major
enterprises such as Mastercard and Samsung to eliminate fraud, enhance user experience, and enable
true password-less security.

ELIMINATE FRAUD, PHISHING & CREDENTIAL REUSE
Companies often store user credentials in a centralized database targeted by hackers. Centralized passwords
create a single point of failure and have remained the #1 cause of mass breaches and credential reuse.
The HYPR solution ensures that your users’ credentials always remain safe on personal devices. Eliminating
centralized passwords enables HYPR to remove the target and provide true passwordless security for your
customers and employees.
By decentralizing user authentication, HYPR stops mass breaches, eliminates credential reuse, and enables
enterprises to Trust Anyone.

JOIN MILLIONS OF USERS SECURED ACROSS THE FORTUNE 500

HYPR’s technology is a smart way to keep critical data where it belongs –
close to the consumer.
- Bob Reany, EVP Global Products & Services for Identity Solutions, Mastercard
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SECURE CONSUMER AND EMPLOYEE APPLICATIONS
Secure consumer authentication and employee access by integrating HYPR into mobile, web, and desktop
applications with a simple app update. The Decentralized Client and Server™ enable FIDO-Certified authentication
on-cloud or on-premises, designed for rapid deployment across millions of users. HYPR’s true password-less
architecture ensures your users’ credentials always stay safe & decentralized on their personal devices.
One easy-to-use SDK

30+ Authenticators
Pre-Integrated

Branded and Configurable

Touch, eye, voice, face, palm,
geo-f, and more

Cross-Platform BLE + WiFi
Mobile & Desktop

FIDO® Certified Authentication

Decentralized Credential Store

UAF & U2F ∙ FIDO2
Biometric MFA ∙
Password-less ∙
Out-of-Band ∙ Step-Up

(Private keys and user credentials
securely isolated on devices)
BIOMETRIC
LOGIN
Decentralized
Authentication

Manage, provision, and deploy millions of users in
without displacing your existing IAM/IdP
providers. With Control Center™ you will
respond to adversary tactics in real-time without
making code-level changes.
•

Manage decentralized apps & access points

•

Fully API-Driven, plug-ins for IAM/IdP systems

•

Real-time control, analytics, & reporting

Advanced Capabilities
•

Authenticator & Policy Management

•

Biometric Orchestration

•

Device Health & Analytics

•

Jailbreak & Root Detection

Encrypt and store decentralized credentials in the most secure environment
on any trusted user device with Advanced Device Protection™ powered by
HYPR. Stop malware on mobile devices by securing credentials below the
operating system level.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trusted Execution Environments (TEE)
ARM TrustZone
iOS Secure Enclave
Intel SGX
Samsung KNOX
Qualcomm SecureMSM
Secure Data Storage & White Box Encryption
ECC 128-bit & 256-bit Encryption
RSA 2048-bit Encryption
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CONCLUSION
This study examined the continuing problems with centralized password systems based on technology
developed in the 1960s to support authentication for a handful of people.
Fast-forward to today, organizations are embracing readily available mobile biometric authentication to
improve customer experience but failing to realize that they are still using legacy technology based on
passwords stored in central repositories.
Local authentication technologies provided by Apple, Microsoft and Samsung are secure and convenient but
fail to eliminate the use of centralized password systems that are increasingly being targeted by a range of
attacks that include credential stuffing and phishing.
There is another way to leverage the convenience of widely available on-device biometric systems while
dramatically reducing the threat of credential theft. Decentralized authentication models allow you to
transform password-less experiences into true password-less security.
Decentralized authentication is part of a wider movement to decentralize computing and is a term popularized
by the Web 3.0 movement. From financial services to the healthcare sector, large enterprises are adopting
decentralized systems at a remarkable pace and transitioning to fully password-less architecture.
For more information on how HYPR can support your organization in deploying true password-less security
please visit www.HYPR.com
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ABOUT GOODE INTELLIGENCE
Goode Intelligence is an independent analyst and consultancy company that provides quality advice to global
decision makers in business and technology.
Goode Intelligence works in information security, mobile security, authentication and identity verification,
biometrics, enterprise mobility and mobile commerce sectors.
Founded in 2007 by Alan Goode and headquartered in London, Goode Intelligence helps both technology
providers, investors and IT purchasers make strategic business decisions based on quality research, insight
and consulting.
Goode Intelligence works with a cross-section of clients, from global brands that are ranked on the FTSE/
Fortune 100 to start-up technology companies.
www.goodeintelligence.com

ABOUT HYPR CORP
HYPR is the leading provider of decentralized authentication with millions of password-less users secured
across the Fortune 500. Named a “Cool Vendor” by Gartner, HYPR is trusted by major enterprises such as
Mastercard and Samsung to eliminate fraud, enhance user experience, and enable true password-less
security.
www.HYPR.com
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